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“I had an English teacher last year who I liked very 
much. She inspired me to become a teacher”.

- Mervat

The European Commission’s contribution to UNRWA’s 
General Fund helps to provide basic services to over 

4.3 million Palestine refugees.
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The European Commission contributes 
annually to UNRWA’s regular budget, 
the General Fund (GF). Over the past five 
years, the EC contributed € 246 million to 
UNRWA’s GF and plans to contribute at 
least € 264 million over the next four years, 
starting with a € 66 million contribution in 
2007. The European Commission’s support 
represents 25 per cent of UNRWA’s GF while 
the European Union contribution, through 
the European Commission and EU Member 
States, represents 52.5 per cent.   This essential 
funding is mainly used to pay the salaries of 
the Agency’s teachers, doctors and social 
workers, enabling UNRWA to continue to 
deliver basic services to Palestine refugees 
in its five fields of operation. 

In addition, the EC regularly contributes 
to UNRWA through extra-budgetary 

special projects which aim to improve the 
quality of services delivered to Palestine 
refugees and support the poorest and 
most vulnerable refugees. EC assistance 
has provided scholarships and professional 
training to underprivileged refugee youth, 
helping them gain the skills they need to 
compete in the labour market.  

The European Commission also supports 
UNRWA’s humanitarian activities in the 
West Bank, Gaza Strip and Lebanon. The 
Directorate General for Humanitarian Aid - 
ECHO  (DG-ECHO) has supported UNRWA for 
the past 17 years, and is a major contributor 
to UNRWA’s Emergency Appeals. DG-ECHO 
also contributes to shelter rehabilitation 
for Palestine refugees living in Lebanon, 
Jordan and Syria. 
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“We have not had meat for months. We used to have 
fresh food every day, but now nothing”.

-Abu Omar

Since 2000 the European Commission has been the 
largest contributor to 

UNRWA’s Food Aid Programme. 
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UNRWA’s Food Aid Programme for Special 
Hardship Cases1 (SHCs) runs in all five fields 
of operation. In the West Bank and the Gaza 
Strip movement and access restrictions 
on Palestinians since 2000 have increased 
refugee dependency on international 
assistance. Palestine refugees in Jordan 
and Syria have benefited somewhat from 
improved economic trends but rapidly 
increasing living costs are hitting hard the 
poorest refugees.  In Lebanon, the situation 
remains dire due to unemployment 
exacerbated by employment restrictions 
in some professions. The socioeconomic 
challenges Palestine refugees face 
throughout UNRWA’s five fields of 
operation, make it clear that the FAP is 
vital in improving food security, health and 
well-being.

Since 2000 the European Commission 
has provided some € 15 million annually 
to UNRWA’s Food Aid Programme (FAP) 
making it easily the largest contributor. 
The European Commission’s 2007 Food Aid 
Programme contribution is € 15 million. 
This means: 

 € 6,275,035 for SHC foodstuffs
 € 8,488,909 for SHC cash subsidies
 € 236,056 for poverty alleviation studies 
and audits

This contribution covers around 
50 per cent of UNRWA’s food aid 
requirements, including 100 per 
cent of the cash subsidies of the 
SHC programme. As part of the 
EC-UNRWA agreement, the EC 
contribution also funds audits 
and studies on how better to 
combat poverty in refugee 
communities.

1 Palestine refugee families identified by UNRWA 
as families in distress and unable to earn a living 
due to a particularly difficult family situation.
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“Everything is so crowded! There is no place to do 
anything. At least in the old days there were places for 

the children to play”. 
-Andaleeb

European Commission support for the camp 
development initiative gives refugees a voice in 

planning the future of their communities.
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The makeshift tents set up in the aftermath 
of war have evolved into dense refugee 
camps – complex and overcrowded urban 
settings rife with poverty. While UNRWA 
does not administer the camps, it does 
have a clear interest in improving the 
living conditions of Palestine refugees 
living in them. Then,  at the 2004 UNRWA 
Geneva Conference,  at which the 
European Commission played a major role, 
the urgent need to address refugee camp 
development was stressed.

With EC funding, the Agency developed 
data on the physical and socioeconomic 
aspects of refugee camps. The Institute 
for Urban Planning at the University of 
Stuttgart (SIALL), in partnership with 
UNRWA, assessed the most urgent needs 
and assets of camp inhabitants.  

The first phase of the pilot project focused 
on spatial and social analysis of three 
camps, aerial surveys of all 19 West Bank 
refugee camps and discussions with 
community leaders and underprivileged 
refugees. This research helped develop 
innovative 3D models of camps and their 
surroundings.  The models are to be shared 
with community representatives, UNRWA 
staff and external stakeholders.

The second phase of the pilot project will 
focus on needs and asset  assessment 
through workshops with camp 
representatives, NGOs and under-
represented social groups.  A strategic 
plan for implementation will be developed 
based on recommendations.

The plan, refined in consultation with 
camp communities, will be used as the new 
model for camps throughout UNRWA’s five 
fields of operation.
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“I feel very secure that my studies here will help me to 
support my family once I graduate and get a job”. 

-Hassan

European Commission funds provide new equipment 
and programming at Gaza’s premiere vocational 

training centre.
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Located at UNRWA’s Headquarters in 
Gaza City, the Gaza Training Centre (GTC) 
provides vocational and technical training 
to Palestine refugees aged 16-20. Students 
learn trades such as plumbing or carpentry 
and semi-professional fields such as 
business and finance, food processing and 
fashion design to meet the demands of 
today’s market. 
 
The European Commission’s contribution 
in 2004 has enabled extensive upgrades 
to the Gaza Training Centre, providing 
new and improved facilities 
and equipment for better 
training, in addition to staff 
training. Over 100 GTC staff 
have received training in 
innovative technologies and 
professional advancement. 

Additionally, the EC 
contribution provides 
30 scholarships for Gaza 
Training Centre graduates 
in 30 different programmes. 
Several have received semi-professional 
career training in Canada, while others will 
study in Jordan, including two students in 
physiotherapy for handicapped children. 

“The EC funding has enabled the GTC 
to upgrade its programmes to respond 
to labour market needs increasing 
the likelihood of employment for GTC 
graduates. New programmes like marine 
engineering are anticipating the expansion 
of the Gaza economy”,  says UNRWA’s Arthur 
Shears, vocational training expert. 

EC funding has made possible seven new 
courses that respond to labour market 
demands, helping to ensure that Palestine 
refugee youth can gain employment after 
graduation. 

Over 300 students, the majority (202 of 
336) of whom are women are currently 
enrolled in the new programmes operating 

since 2005: computer technology, fashion 
design, marine engineering, mechatronics, 
food processing, commerce and trade and 
executive secretarial. Additionally, 23 full-
time staff have been hired as instructors 
and laboratory technicians. 

Palestine refugee students are thriving at 
the center; Riwa’ from Gaza City and on the 
executive secretarial programme, achieved 
83 per cent on her tawjihi (highschool) exam, 
enabling her to attend the university of her 
choice.  She says she had “preferred to join” 

the GTC because “despite the 
difficulty of the courses here, 
the training is better than 
at most other educational 
institutions.” Mohammed, 
a second-year student in 
computer technology, says, 
“Studying here is a wonderful 
opportunity because the 
teachers are very special and 
work very hard”.

 “The programmes 
at the GTC enable 
the graduates to 
develop up-to-

date skills for jobs 
in the oPt”, stresses 

UNRWA’s Arthur 
Shears, vocational 

training expert.
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Other students agree, seeing their studies to 
be a building block for a more secure future. 
Second-year student Ahmad believes,  “The 
administration and banking studies here 
are excellent. I am really looking forward 
to the day I graduate to start building my 
future”. For Asma from Al-Shati refugee 
camp choosing the GTC was her “personal 

decision.  “I always looked forward to 
joining the Centre”,  she says.  “After I get my 
two-year diploma, I can begin to work”. 

Whatever their path of study, it is clear the 
European Commission’s contribution is an 
investment in Palestine refugee youth, an 
investment in the future. 
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“I like to study because the more 
I learn, the faster I will  advance toward my goals”. 

-Suha

The European Commission’s  € 15 million contribution 
is improving educational opportunities for Palestine 

refugees in Lebanon.
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Education is UNRWA’s largest programme 
and arguably the one most valued by 
Palestine refugees and Palestinian society 
in general. Palestinians are one of the most 
highly educated groups in the Middle East, 
an achievement made possible in large part 
by the contribution of UNRWA in educating 
three generations of refugees. 

The European Commission  has committed 
€ 15,000,000 to the UNRWA EU Education 
Project in Lebanon, which provides training 
for 1,100 teachers in various specialties, 
including English language, computer 
technology and management , as well as 
upgrades to UNRWA’s schools in Lebanon. 
Under this project, construction has 
begun on eight new schools totalling160 
classrooms, 72 new classrooms in existing 
schools, 20 toilet blocks, 14 canteens, five 
science laboratories, ten recreational rooms 
and 12 remedial teaching rooms. Standard 
science equipment will also be provided to 
40 UNRWA schools in Lebanon. Initiated in 
April 2006 and ending in 2009, this project 

supports the work being undertaken on 
employability.    

This project aims to vastly improve the 
learning environment for children in UNRWA 
schools and to enhance the implementation 
of the Lebanese curriculum. UNRWA will 
train 215 staff to assist children with special 
educational needs and provide elementary 
students with annual physical examinations 
and dental heath services through two 
mobile dental clinics that began operation 
in February 2007. 

UNRWA is also cooperating with NGOs 
working on kindergarten education to 
provide quality preschool education based 
on the Lebanese curriculum. Under the EU 
Education Project, UNRWA is working with 
NGOs who focus on vocational training to 
develop the skills of students who have 
dropped out of school. The goal is to 
increase by 25 per cent the enrollment in 
vocational training of primary school drop 
outs.  
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“Studying at the Damascus Training Centre brings me 
closer to my dream of working as a graphic designer”. 

-Bashar

European Commission support for the Damascus 
Training Centre increases the employability of 

Palestine refugee youth in Syria.
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Almost 1,000 Palestine refugees attend 
UNRWA’s Damascus Training Centre (DTC), 
gaining market relevant training. The DTC 
accepts students with degrees who are 
at least 22 years old;  women account for 
54 per cent of those enrolled. Offering 
22 specialisations in trade and semi-
professional career tracks, the DTC provides 
unemployed and underemployed refugees 
with professionalopportunities.  

The DTC is vital given the poverty and 
limited opportunities facing Palestine 
refugee youth in camps. According to the 
Institute for Applied Social Science, 56 
per cent of 15-29 year old refugees were 
unemployed in 2003, compared to 38 per 
cent for those aged 30 to 44. Additionally, 
at least 25 per cent of Palestine refugees in 
camps are poor, living on less than US$ 2 
per day. 

The need for the DTC is evident in light of 
various factors affecting the employment 
situation of refugees in Syria. Refugees 
in camps face limited access to national 

vocational education centres, lack of 
support for small businesses, and a lack of 
employment services within camps to link 
refugees’ skills to labour market demands.

The € 2.5 million European Commission 
contribution increases the employability of 
young Palestine refugees. The contribution 
has improved the course offerings, with 
additions including mechatronics and 
graphic design. Encouraged by the EC-
funded career guidance counsellors, 
unemployed and underemployed DTC 
graduates are now better placed to enter 
employment. 

Part of the EC’s contribution will cover the 
construction of a new dormitory to provide 
lodging for women,  increasing the number 
of women from outlying areas who attend 
the DTC. Additionally, two employment 
and business development centres will 
be established in camps near Aleppo, and 
market-oriented short courses in Damascus 
and Aleppo will be offered to vulnerable 
refugees who need to improve their skills.
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“My children are the most important thing to me. But 
life is difficult and I cannot provide for them the way a 

father should”.
-Khaled

European Commission support to Jerash camp helps to 
alleviate poverty in one of Jordan’s poorest camps. 

15Jerash  camp
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In Jordan, where the majority of the population is of 
Palestinian origin, refugees are generally well integrated 
and have access to all services. The Jordanian Government 
provides, through its Department of Palestinian Affairs, 
financial and material support such as sewage, electricity 
and water services to refugees living in the camps. 

Refugees who came to Jordan from the Gaza Strip after the 
1967 war do not hold Jordanian citizenship and are only 
entitled to hold temporary (two-year) Jordanian passports. 
As a result, these refugees have difficulties obtaining jobs, 
owning small business and  entering higher education. 

Jerash camp was established as an “emergency camp” in 
1968 for 11,500 Palestine refugees.  Today, camp inhabitants 
are almost exclusively ex-Gaza refugees who face marked 
poverty, with employment opportunities concentrated 
mainly in the informal sector.
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In light of this situation, the European 
Commission has committed € 2,500,000 
to address the longer-term developmental 
and social needs of Palestine ex-Gaza 
refugees in Jerash camp, in line with 
the European Commission’s emphasis 
on linking relief and rehabilitation to 
development. 

This project aims to promote economic 
activity and to provide basic social services 
- health and education, vocational training 
- as well as extra support to refugees 
identified as Special Hardship Cases.

Needs and capacity assessments will 

enable a comprehensive strategy to 
alleviate poverty amongst Palestine ex-
Gaza refugees in Jerash camp. Additional 
components of the project include:

 Establishing a community development 
office 
 Constructing and rehabilitating shelters
 Upgrading overcrowded schools with 
additional classrooms, access for the 
disabled, and computer laboratories 
to enable students to study computer 
science – a prerequisite for employment 
and higher education 
 Improving solid waste removal
 Providing modernised equipment to the 
camp health centre

Jerash Camp in figures

 23,000 registered ex-Gaza refugees and 5,700 non-registered refugees
 Over 60% of the shelters are structurally unsafe 
 513 families are identified as Special Hardship Cases
 200 children with disabilities served by the Community Rehabilitation Centre
 1,500 women participants in the Women’s Programme Centre
 500 patients per day treated by UNRWA health center
 4,682 pupils enrolled in four overcrowded UNRWA schools
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“I wish I could grow up fast. I have to help my father, 
mother and four brothers because

our life is so very difficult”.
-Tamer

DG-ECHO supports UNRWA’s emergency food 
assistance, the primary source of food for two thirds of 

refugees living in the Gaza Strip.
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Life in Gaza is a series of 
daily struggles, even in the 
most ordinary of activities, 
feeding one’s family. Political 
unrest, military incursions, 
economic sanctions on 
the Palestinian Authority 
and alarming levels of 
unemployment are among 
some of the factors that 
have made food insecurity 
a major problem for Palestine refugees in 
the Gaza Strip.  

This situation worsens for the Palestine 
refugee community since 31 per cent of 
refugees (compared to 18 per cent of non-
refugees) are employed by the Palestinian 
Authority and have only received 40 per 
cent of their salaries since the beginning 
of 2006.

Um Mohammed, who lives in Beach refugee 
camp, explains: “Since the election of the 
new government, two of my sons have lost 
their jobs. Both of them are married and we 
don’t know what to do. There are things, 
such as meat and fish that we don’t even 
dare to mention”. 

Sadly, hers is a common story in Gaza, 
especially among the refugee community.

UNRWA social workers face the refugees’ 
despair and frustration on a daily basis. 
After all, no one enjoys the shame of relying 
on help to feed their families.  The role of the 
social workers is essential as they determine, 

in addition to surveys 
that are conducted, which 
refugees are eligible for 
the programme.   

Unfortunately, many 
Palestine refugees know all 
too well that there are no 
other means to have food 
than through UNRWA’s 
provision of emergency 

food every two months.

In June 2006 UNRWA increased the number 
of beneficiaries by 100,000 and since 
September 2006 the Agency has increased 
the amount of food it distributes in response 
to the growing needs of Palestine refugees. 

UNRWA provides emergency food 
assistance to 158,000 Palestine refugee 
families in Gaza (approximately 756,000 
vulnerable refugees). Each food basket 
includes flour, rice, sugar, oil, milk and lentils 
and covers 61 per cent of the recommended 
daily minimum caloric intake.

UNRWA’s emergency food assistance programme

Funded through UNRWA’s Emergency Appeals, UNRWA’s emergency food assistance 
aims to mitigate the effects of increasing food insecurity resulting from increasing 
poverty, unemployment amongst Palestine refugees in the West Bank and the Gaza 
Strip. Such assistance also reduces the amount of money refugee families need to 
spend on food staples, freeing up resources for other household priorities like 
clothing or the repayment of personal debts.  DG - ECHO has contributed € 9.7 million 
for UNRWA’s emergency food assistance in 2006. 

“We are a family of 
11 and we depend 

entirely on what 
UNRWA provides . If 
UNRWA reduced its 
emergency food it 

would be a disaster”, 
says Um Mohammed.
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“This job lets me help my family”. 
-Mohammed

DG-ECHO’s generous contribution has helped  provide 
over 1 million working days for unemployed Palestine 

refugees in the West Bank. 
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Situated on a hilltop just north of the 
center of the West Bank lies Salfit, one 
of 159 municipalities in the West Bank 
where UNRWA’s emergency employment 
programme operates. Walking through the 
city of Salfit one can not help but notice the 
vast improvements programme workers 
have made to the city’s overall cleanliness. 

Young women and men who are registered 
Palestine refugees are working with UNRWA 
to paint schools, plant trees and reconstruct 
old buildings. Some are receiving training in 
computers or handicrafts. 

The emergency employment programme 
grants refugee youth employment for 
one month. While they are grateful for the 
opportunity, they are often fearful that 
when the month is over, they will once again 
be unable to support their families. 

The work that the emergency employment 
programme workers undertake is always 
a response to the needs and requests of 
the local inhabitants. According to workers 
in Salfit municipality, all planning for the 
projects is based on strategic partnerships 

UNRWA’s emergency employment 
programme

UNRWA’s emergency employment 
programme in the West Bank and Gaza 
Strip supports Palestine refugees whose 
economic situation has deteriorated 
sharply as a result of the ongoing 
humanitarian crisis since 2000. Problems 
refugees face include land confiscation, 
the destruction and closure of shops 
and movement and access restrictions. 
DG- ECHO has contributed € 12.4 
million to UNRWA’s 2006 emergency 
employment programme.

forged through community 
participation. 

The Mayor of Salfit, Tahseen 
Abu Esleemeh comments that 
“UNRWA’s implementation of such 
a programme has aided many 

families, helping them to overcome 
for a time their difficult financial 
situations. The programme has 
turned into a great community effort 
– people are working for themselves 
and on projects that serve the city”.
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“I was so afraid when the war started! Then my 
parents took us to a school so we’d be safe. We slept 

on the floor and nice people brought us food”. 
-Amani

DG-ECHO’s contribution to UNRWA’s Flash Appeal 
assisted refugees affected by the 

summer 2006 war in Lebanon.
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The summer 2006 war in Lebanon gravely 
undermined Palestine refugees’ already 
weak coping mechanisms. As southern 
Lebanon was the main target of Israeli 
military operations, it was difficult for 
Palestine refugees and Lebanese alike to 
access food and water. It was therefore 
critical that UNRWA not only maintain its 
regular services, especially health and social 
services, but provide Palestine refugees 
and displaced Lebanese with emergency 
assistance. 

Responding to the humanitarian crisis, 
UNRWA distributed food parcels to 
Palestine refugees and internally displaced 
persons taking refuge in UNRWA schools, as 
well as to refugee families in camps hosting 
displaced persons. The Agency undertook 
food distribution to targeted populations 
in camps in the Tyre area, the area worst 
affected during the war. While Tyre was 
mostly deserted, nearby refugee camps 
still had thousands of residents. UNRWA 
continued to provide this basic emergency 

food assistance after the war 
as difficulties in accessing 
food remained.

UNRWA ensured that an 
estimated 100,000 people in 
refugee camps near Beirut, 
Saida and Tyre regained 
regular and adequate water 
and sanitation services, 
previously lacking due to 
power and fuel shortages and 
mechanical breakdowns. 

One of the first donors to respond 
immediately and substantially to UNRWA’s 
humanitarian efforts for those affected 
by the war, the Directorate-General for 
Humanitarian Aid – ECHO (DG-ECHO) 
contributed € 836,793 to UNRWA’s Lebanon 
Flash Appeal. DG-ECHO’s support has 
enabled UNRWA to undertake minor repairs 
of 194 shelters in the Tyre area and 81 in 
Wavel camp in the Beqa’a Valley, in addition 
to supporting UNRWA emergency food 
distribution.  

Humanitarian crisis: Summer 2006 war 

During the summer 2006 war in Lebanon, 3,805 displaced persons including 2,597 
Lebanese and 1,208 Palestine refugees sought refuge in 26 UNRWA premises, mostly 
schools scattered throughout Lebanon. These individuals left their homes for fear of 
attack or because their homes were destroyed and were accommodated temporarily 
at schools, including UNRWA schools. 
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“They came and fixed our house and it made all of us, 
especially my mum, happy”. 

-Nisreen

DG-ECHO’s support to shelter rehabilitation improves 
the lives of more than 1,000 Palestine refugees in 

Lebanon, Syria and Jordan. 
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UNRWA first began its shelter intervention 
for Palestine refugees in the 1950s by 
replacing tents with huts. Since then, 
UNRWA’s shelter rehabilitation efforts have 
been disrupted by overcrowding, war, the 
intifada and punitive demolitions. Founded 
upon the right of Palestine refugees to 
adequate housing, UNRWA’s rehabilitation 
and re-housing programme aims to ensure 
that refugees have at least one room, a 
kitchen and basic sanitary facilities.

Notwithstanding UNRWA’s significant 
initiatives to upgrade refugee camps, an 
estimated 25 per cent of shelters inhabited 
by the poorest refugees in UNRWA’s five 
fields are dilapidated, unhygienic or unsafe. 
This means that some 14,700 shelters 
require immediate replacement or repair.

The partnership between the Directorate 
General for Humanitarian Aid – ECHO 
and UNRWA for the shelter rehabilitation 
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programme began in 1993. Between 1993 and 2005 2,421 refugee shelters in the Gaza Strip, 
the West Bank, Lebanon, Jordan and Syria were rehabilitated with DG-ECHO funding. DG-
ECHO’s € 2.2 million contribution to the 2006-2007 shelter rehabilitation project benefits 
more than 1,000 Palestine refugees who live in 221 shelters: 132 shelters in Lebanon, 64 
in Syria and 25 in Jordan. 

The shelters identified for rehabilitation with DG-ECHO’s funding are those that cause 
health and safety concerns for the inhabitants. Once rehabilitated, the shelters provide 
safe, personal spaces for refugee families, contributing significantly to their health and 
well-being.
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Khan Dannoun refugee camp

One of the poorest refugee camps in Syria,  Khan Dannoun is located 20 kilometres 
south of Damascus. Established in 1950-1951, the camp is situated near the ruins of Khan 
Dannoun, which was built several centuries ago to give overnight accommodation 
to trading caravans on the ancient route between Jerusalem and Constantinople. In 
1948, the ruins provided shelter for refugees from villages in northern Palestine.

Fifty-six year-old Zahiyeh Abed al-Aal 
greets us at the door. Zahiyeh and her 
husband, Hassan, live in a two-room mud 
shelter in Khan Dannoun together with 
their five children. The shelter has become 
more crowded than ever as Zahiyeh has 
welcomed her divorced sister and two 
children to stay with the family. 

Zahiyeh’s despair over the family’s living 
conditions are not difficult to understand: 
when it rains, the sewage system overflows 
into the entrance area which is used as 
the kitchen; the roof is leaking; there is no 
shower, only a toilet outside. Ventilation 
and lighting are very primitive. This has 
been Zahiyeh’s home her whole adult 
life. The lack of space makes it difficult for 
the children to study, do their homework, 
andfor the small cousins to sleep. Her two 
youngest children have already dropped 
out of the third and fourth grades. 

There seems to be no way out of these 
miserable conditions. Both Hassan and 
Zahiyeh are of poor health. Hassan works 
occasionally as a sanitation labourer, but 
the salary is low and irregular. Zahiyeh 
suffers form diabetes and is without work.

Zahiyeh’s face and eyes light up with joy 
when we tell her that she will benefit from 
the Directorate-General of the European 
Commission for Humanitarian Aid (DG-
ECHO) Shelter Rehabilitation Project. Her 
shelter will be demolished to make way 
for a new, more spacious one, including a 
kitchen, a bathroom and two more rooms. 
The sewage problems will be solved and 

the new shelter will have better ventilation 
and proper electricity.

Implemented by UNRWA in Syria, the 2006 
Shelter Rehabilitation Project is funded 
by DG-ECHO through a contribution 
of € 318,900. At least 15 families in 
Khan Dannoun will have their shelters 
reconstructed through DG-ECHO funding 
of this project. The contribution will also 
benefit 50 families in Homs and Dera’a, 
whose shelters will be repaired on a self-
help basis. 

The total DG-ECHO Shelter Rehabilitation 
Project  2006 contribution for Syria, Lebanon 
and Jordan amounts to € 2.2 million.
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